Note on the redactions in the version of the Wiltshire Report 
published on the Jersey government website.

The redacted version is available here:
http://www.gov.je/SiteCollectionDocuments/Government%20and%20administration/R%20WiltshireOperationHavenRedacted%2020081112%20JN.pdf

I have skimmed through the redacted version and noted that all names, with the exception of the main players, have been redacted. This applies to police officers, lawyers and civilians.

A copy of the full unredacted version is available here:
http://www.jerseycareinquiry.org/Transcripts/Day%20107%20documents.pdf#page=700

Where text has been redacted, it is so indicated in the redacted version. Given the length of the document , and assuming that all redactions have been indicated, the textual redactions (aside from the names) are not extensive, but may be signiicant.

I have indicated below the textual material which has been omitted, except for the List of Witnesses which can be found here:
http://www.jerseycareinquiry.org/Transcripts/Day%20107%20documents.pdf#page=1076


Text redactions

Par 1.5.10 [Kinnard handed Rcctangle over to Lewis as] she was personally involved in the case

Par 3.4.13 following omitted: officer subject to a disciplinary investigation

Para 4.5.5 membership of IAG redacted. Membership was as follows:

IAG Member 
Background 
Statement Ref
Carole CANAVAN
Retired solicitor, member of the Rotary Club
s.36; s.36a
Kevin KEEN
Finance Director of local department store;
associated with numerous commerce and community organisations
s.34; s.34a
Reverend Geoffrey
HOUGHTON
Local vicar, previously Police Chaplain
s.32; s.32a
Emma MARTINS 
Data Protection Commissioner for the States of Jersey
s.20; s.20a
Stephen REGAL
 Managing Director of a local construction company, member of the Jewish community and member of the Ethnicity Board in Jersey
s.25; s.25a


Para 4.12.16 following omitted: In David MILLAR's opinion 'the selection of individuals 'who could be trusted' is hardly independent as two had worked for the SOJP, and a third knew the Chief of Police via membership of a Rotary Club'.

Para 4.12.17 [re Emma Martins] following omitted: and the outstanding data protection case against the SIO 'it is equally almost beyond belief that in the evidence of the statement by one of the lAG members, she is aware that there is a case of suspected unlawful disclosure of data where the SIO is a potential suspect himself. There was a clear conflict of interest in the IAG member's professional role as a Data Protection Commissioner'

Para 4.12.18 following omitted: The notes made by Carole CANAVAN capture the concerns
expressed by Emma MARTINS regarding the IAGs suspicions as to how Senator Stuart SYVRET was obtaining information regarding the investigation and placing it on a web site blog. Emma MARTINS appears to have felt that if there were data protection breaches, her position on the IAG would be compromised. The notes read, 'EM [Emma MARTINS] concerned that data protection breached and that her position on the group is thereby weakened'. 

Para 5.5.10 [Power re Senator Ferguson] following omitted: Trust her to try to start an argument when we are busy doing real work.

Para 6.2.8 [Warcup on Power] following omitted: It was clear that we were unlikely to have a close relationship particularly having received feedback from conversations which took place between the Chief and others outside the force which suggested that I was unsettled and would be unlikely to stay with the States of Jersey Police'

Para 8.8 following omitted: The ACPO Homicide Working Group learns lessons from Operation Rectangle in order to improve its support to senior investigating officers in
the future. In particular, it should ensure clarity about what is understood by its quality assurance role, documenting all recommendations it considers appropriate to the needs of the investigation (not necessarily of the SIO or Chief Officer) and preventing circumstances which could give rise to any intimation of a possible conflict of interest for advisors and mentors.

Appendix 4 – List of Witnesses – redacted in its entirety. [available on page 1076 of Power's statement to the Inquiry]
http://www.jerseycareinquiry.org/Transcripts/Day%20107%20documents.pdf#page=1076


